Online taxi tourism is one of the important ways of daily tourism. The operator carries out a single evaluation method for the driver's service quality, lacking a comprehensive study of service quality from multiple dimensions of order activity satisfaction, resulting in a high degree of hidden danger to passenger safety and rights. In this paper, an improved principal component analysis (PCA) method, namely Fuzzy C-Mean Clustering (FCM-PCA) based on PCA, is proposed. Experiments show that in the research of target object evaluation, the principal component values and principal component scores of target samples can be used as new indicators for clustering, so as to improve the efficiency of high-dimensional data clustering on the basis of reducing information loss. This study provides a way of thinking for the selection of important service components and a research method for the comprehensive analysis of different drivers' service levels.
Introduction
The market competition of the taxi software is evolving into the ecological circle. However, the hidden safety problem of online car booking has also surfaced [1] . This paper closely analyzes the service problems of Didi drivers around the background of passenger travel safety, and provides a more effective comprehensive evaluation and analysis method for drivers compared with the previous single star rating of operators [2] .
Comprehensive evaluation methods include statistical analysis, analytic hierarchy process, grey relational analysis and data envelopment analysis (DEA) and so on [3] [4] [5] [6] . Bian (2009) adopted the improved method of combining the Fuzzy Comprehensive Method with the Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP). Practice has proved that this method can be used as technical support for strengthening road safety management.
Recently, Chica-Olmo, Jorge (2017) applies two-step combination of Non-linear Principal Component Analysis (NLPCA) and logical multilevel model (LMLM) to the method of Granada Metropolitan Transport Federation, which was established in 2013 [7] . It was not long before Jenelius and Koutsopoulos (2018) proposed a multivariate probabilistic principal component analysis (PPCA) model for link travel time [8] . Xu, K (2018) examines the factors that affect taxi driver response behavior to ride-hailing requests. The results show that empirical research from the driver's point of view is of great significance to the service providers. As Stefanescu (2014) analyzed, travel planners play an important role in public transport operators and passengers using public transport, so does passenger safety. some basic information including garrival time, route, price, distance, interest point, location, connection with other means of transport, transfer times and other information are very important to passengers [9] .
The above research shows that the conceptualization and measurement of transport service qualitya fundamental determinant of demand-poses challenges for conducting economic analyses and designing mobility policies. In this paper, an improved principal component analysis (PCA) method, FCM-PCA, is proposed, which is based on PCA and combined with fuzzy C-means (FCM) clustering. The principal component contains most information of original variables and contains more condensed information. Principal Component Analysis (PCA) combines the original correlative features into a few new linear independent features, which maximizes the variance of data in each dimension of the projected feature subspace [10] . This method can get the final sample evaluation, but our goal is not only to evaluate, but also to classify the samples and get the similarity of the target. Fuzzy C-means (FCM) clustering algorithm is a method of fuzzy grouping of data samples. The membership degree of each object to the grouping center is obtained by optimizing the objective function, which allows the samples to belong to different groups with a certain degree of membership. By clustering, similar properties can be grouped into one group [11] [12] . In the study of evaluating target objects, the principal component values and principal component scores of target samples can be clustered as new indicators, which can improve the efficiency of high-dimensional data clustering on the basis of reducing information loss [10] . This method has been validated on the Didi taxi software online platform which provides business services for Chinese enterprises in Guiyang area.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: The second part introduces the improved principal component analysis algorithm FCM-PCA model. The third part introduces the specific steps of algorithm construction; the fourth part takes droplets as an example to make an empirical analysis of the method. The fifth section draws relevant conclusions and puts forward corresponding suggestions for the empirical results of the case.
Optimized Principal Component Analysis: FCM-PCA
To analyze the comprehensive evaluation of the objective function, we first introduce the following assumptions. , and the projected new coordinate system is { 1 , 2 , … , }, where is a standard orthogonal basis, satisfying‖ ‖ 2 = 1, T = 0( , = 1, … , , ≠ ).
According to the properties of orthogonal matrix. Abandoning part of the dimension, from dimension to dimension, we find a matrix = { 1 , 2 , … , } is also a standard orthogonal basis [10] , where < , ( = 1, … , ). Assumption 2. The projection of sample ( ) in -dimensional feature space
is the -dimensional coordinates in the -dimensional coordinate system. Assumption 3. X = { 1 , 2 , … , },then the principal component is
Where = 1,2, … , . Then select a specific number of principal components to form a new sample data. Generally, the sum of the corresponding eigenvalues of principal components is more than 85% of the total eigenvalues. In order not to lose too much information, the threshold can be increased to 95% [10] . Assumption 4. Set C = { 1 , 2 , … , +1 } with principal component and principal component score divide the object into groupings, and the degree of membership of each object to the grouping is , then the result of partition can be expressed as a matrix .
Assumption 5. The target set C = { 1 , 2 , … , +1 }, each target is a -dimensional attribute vector, that is = { 1 , 2 , … , }, divides the target into groupings, and the -th grouping center is also a -dimensional vector [12] , i.e. = { 1 , 2 , … , }.
(2)
The distance between the sample point ( )' based on projection reconstruction and the original sample point ( ) is minimized. After further simplification, the optimization objectives are as follows:
After solving the problem, it is finally transformed into the eigenvalue problem of . The eigenvalue decomposition of matrix is carried out to obtain the eigenvalues (λ 1 , λ 2 , … , λ ). The corresponding eigenvectors ( 1 , 2 , … , ), = 1,2, … , .
Theorem 2. Matrix = is a fuzzy partition if satisfies the following conditions: 1) For ∀ , , ∈ [0,1];
;
3) For ∀ , 0 <  n =1 i ti r < + 1. In FCM, the target vectors of +1 -dimension attributes are divided into groupings to form a set of fuzzy partitions:
Among them, ( +1) denotes the space formed by all real × ( + 1) matrices [12] . The objective function of the FCM algorithm is
Among them, ∈ , ∈ ( +1) , ∈ [1, ∞] are weighted exponents, which determine the similarity between fuzzy classes.
is the distance between object and center of the -th group: 2 = ‖ − ‖ 2 .
Empirical Analysis
According to the service provided by the Didi taxi application, select indicators [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] : Table 1 . Hypothesis of related indicators affecting driver's service level. Average star rating
Online time
Number of clicks
Successful singular
Number of completed orders
The actual total kilometres of the order
Vehicle fare income
According to formula (8) of step1 and step2, the correlation matrix is obtained by standardizing the data as follows:
According to step3 the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the correlation matrix are obtained. The eigenvalues are shown in Table 2 . According to step4 the load matrix is calculated as follows. The contribution rates of variance and cumulative variance are shown in Table 3 . According to the weighted method of step6 and step7, the comprehensive score is estimated, and the weight of the variance contribution rate of each principal component to the total variance contribution rate of the two principal components is taken as the weight to carry out weighted summary to obtain the comprehensive score of each driver. = (0.598 × 1 + 0.147 × 2 + 0.114 × 3 ).
(13)
According to the step8 and step9, the scores are calculated, and the results of systematic clustering of the new principal components and scores are as follows: Table 4 . Evaluation score and clustering results based on principal components (partial data). According to the principle that the cumulative variance contribution rate is more than 95%, three principal components are selected. The cumulative variance contribution rate is 99.5%, m=3. It can also be seen from the gravel map that m=3 is more suitable.
It can be seen from the principal component load matrix that the load values of principal component of orders) and 7 (fare income) are very large, which can be regarded as the principal component of driver's order service. 2 has a significantly larger load on 1 (average star) than other indicators, which can be regarded as the main component of passengers' satisfaction with service. 3 has the second largest load value on 2 (online time) and 3 (number of single clicks), and can be regarded as the main component of driver's online activity. Combining the explanation of each principal component with the scores and comprehensive scores of each driver on the two principal components, the comprehensive service level of each driver can be evaluated.
With the first principal component as the abscissa and the second principal component as the ordinate, the service composition maps of each driver are drawn, as shown below.
From Component Figure 3 , we can see that the service score aggregation location of most drivers is: 1 ∈ (−3,3), 2 ∈ (−1,0) ∪ (0,1). Moreover, the number of positive values aggregated by 1 is larger than that aggregated by negative values. Therefore, it can be judged that the score of 1 (driver's order service) tends to be positive, that is to say, the general difference of order service quality is positive.
Algorithmic efficiency refers to the execution time of the algorithm. Table 5 shows that the improved algorithm can significantly reduce the execution efficiency of the algorithm. The efficiency comparison of the improved algorithm is as follows: 
Conclusions and Suggestions
In summary, FCM-PCA is used to evaluate and cluster the services provided by 300 drivers of Didi taxi software. It has good practical pertinence. The experiment selects 7 initial indexes and extracts 3 principal components. Finally, the extracted principal components and scores are clustered as the basis for evaluating the service level of drivers. The conclusion shows that this method can effectively understand the comprehensive service situation of drivers and the psychology of passengers, and will have stronger pertinence, which will be of great significance to the improvement and formulation of policies. In addition, according to the efficiency of the algorithm in Table 5 , the improved FCM-PCA algorithm not only expands the clustering function on the basis of principal component analysis, but also improves the speed of the algorithm.
In addition, according to the ranking of the final score of the principal component, we have come to the conclusion that the top four drivers in the comprehensive ranking, whether high or low, are all in the top 10 of 1 (driver order service), which shows that the principal component has the largest proportion to the comprehensive score. At the same time, from the variance contribution rate in Table  2 , we can still observe that the variance contribution rate of 1 is 0.598, which is far greater than other principal components and plays a vital role in the driver's service. Therefore, Didi taxi app should pay more attention to this aspect in terms of education and training. For drivers, 1 is also an indicator of great flexibility. If operators want to rapidly increase the number of customers and improve passenger safety factor, they should pay attention to the capabilities mentioned in this regard. 
